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Abstract 
Motivation: Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSA) are frequently used in many different aspects of                         
biology, such as prediction of the secondary and tertiary structure of proteins or phylogenetic                           
reconstruction. It is also worth mentioning the increase of the amount of data available to perform                               
these analyses makes it needed to develop a method to ensure and evaluate the quality of the                                 
alignments in order to check for the reliability of the MSA. 
Results: Results of the analysis performed on the sequences with a known PDB structure shows                             
that the k-Nearest Neighbour approach can be used to predict a quality score for the sequences in                                 
order to be filtered out of the alignment. 
Supplementary information: https://github.com/Retrone1250/FGP 
https://zenodo.org/record/3899933#.Xut4rzczZpg 

 
 

 

1 Introduction  
The rapid increase in the number of available        

protein sequences makes it increasingly critical to       
precisely assess the accuracy of protein sequence       
alignments. These alignments are essential to infer       
homology as well as transferring functional      
information across genomic annotations. A sequence      
alignment is a way of arranging the sequences to         
identify regions of similarity by inserting gaps       
between residues so that identical or similar       
characters are aligned in successive positions of the        
sequence (Kemena and Notredame 2009). 

Performing a regular sequence alignment allows us       
to see how similar two protein sequences are. The         
procedure can be scaled up to three sequences or         
more, thus producing a Multiple Sequence      
Alignment (MSA), which lets us see how closely        
related are the target sequences among each other        
(Herman et al. 2014). While Multiple and pairwise        
sequence alignments are conceptually similar     
models, their computation relies on significantly      
different algorithmic frameworks (Chatzou and     

Notredame, 2017). Obtaining the MSA of a set of         
sequences that belong to, for example, a family of         
proteins will let us identify the most conserved and         
the most variable sites. thus allowing us to infer         
evolutionary and functional relations among the      
sequences. Therefore, as one would expect, MSAs       
have many applications in biology such as       
phylogenetic reconstruction, secondary and tertiary     
structure prediction of proteins, function predictions      
of proteins or to obtain profiles or Hidden Markov         
Models (HMMs) (Eddy 2004). 

Unfortunately, estimating the accuracy of a      
sequence alignment is a complicated process. It is for         
instance well established that sequence-based     
estimators - like sequence identity - have limited        
predictive power. On the other hand, it is usually         
considered that protein sequence alignments that are       
structurally correct (i.e. that match structurally      
homologous regions) can be considered biologically      
correct as well. In an ideal situation, structural        
information would, therefore, be systematically used      
to estimate sequence alignment accuracy. This is not        
possible, however, since the fraction of sequences       
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with an established 3D structure is relatively low        
(less than one protein in a thousand has an         
experimentally characterized structure) thus    
preventing the systematic use of this information.  

 
 

Objective 
 
In this project, we have been exploring the        

possibility of predicting the accuracy of a sequence        
alignment while using only a small amount of        
structural information. We have achieved this      
evaluation by developing a methodology that allows       
transferring structural information, and the     
experimental accuracy it measures, across sequence      
alignments. As a consequence, provided at least two        
sequences have a known structure in a dataset, our         
method allows transferring their accuracy     
information onto a fraction of the sequences that lack         
any structural information.  

 
While the work presented here focuses on the        

establishment and validation of a method able to        
assign a score to each sequence in an alignment, the          
longer-term goal will be to use this evaluation        
method so as to systematically identify sequences       
whose alignment accuracy is expected to induce a        
degradation of the global model and to filter out         
these sequences.  

 
This last aspect of the project, still under-way will         

be validated by measuring the predictive capacity of        
the MSA models when these sequences are removed. 

 

2 Methods 

2.1 Dataset 
The dataset used to perform this analysis was        

obtained from the HOMFAM benchmark dataset      
(available at http://www.clustal.org/omega/) (Sievers    
and Higgins 2014). It consists of a total of 780          
sequences distributed in 94 families with at least 4         
high-quality structure-endowed sequences deposited    
in PDB (Berman et al. 2000) per family which can          
be used as references to assess the quality of the          
alignment. 

The reference sequences of all the families, if        
considered all together, cover a span of pairwise        
percentage identity (computed within each family)      
between 9.33% and 98.31%, with the vast majority        
of the sequences falling in the 20-40% range, see Fig          

1. The lengths of the reference sequences of the         
dataset go from 14 to 854 residues. 

 

Fig. 1. Density distribution of the pairwise % identity of         
the reference sequences in the HOMFAM dataset. 

The density distribution of pairwise percentage      
identity shown in Fig 1 suggests that this would be a           
good testing dataset for our purpose since the        
proteins included are not too similar, thus       
representing the complexity of datasets one would       
expect when dealing with real biological data. 

 
To further check the quality and suitability of the         

dataset, we used NiRMSD, a structural measure       
implemented in the T-coffee software (Notredame,      
Higgins, and Heringa 2000). This is a measure to         
assess the quality of a structural alignment by        
computing the intra-molecular distances between     
aligned residues (Armougom et al. 2006). This       
computation is iterated on all the pairs of residues         
and then normalized. By looking at these scores we         
will be able to check how accurate the structural         
alignment obtained for each family is. 

2.2 Data preparation and Quality Control 
 
The whole approach described here relies on the        

assumption that the reference alignments provided in       
HOMFAM are structurally correct. We, therefore,      
did a systematic survey of the HOMFAM reference        
alignments structural accuracy.  

 

http://www.clustal.org/omega/
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After looking at the NiRMSD distribution, we       
noticed that there were two families that were clear         
outliers, one of them having a sequence with a         
NiRMSD score of 17.45 Å. Therefore, these two        
families were excluded from the computation. The       
distribution of the NiRMSD of all the reference        
sequences without these two families is shown in        
Fig.2. 

 

Fig. 2. Distribution of the values of NiRMSD for the         
families in the dataset, excluding the outlier families. 

As it is possible to observe in Fig 2, most of the            
values fall between 0.69 Å and 1.14 Å, having a          
mean of 0.94 Å. This average tells us that the          
references of the alignment can be considered       
reliable. 

2.3 Alignments 
We have been working with two types of        

alignments: the reference alignment and the      
large/family alignment. Given a HOMFAM family,      
the reference alignment is a structure-based      
alignment of the protein sequences having a known        
structure. It is provided as part of the HOMFAM         
database and used as a reference (gold standard). By         
comparison, the large alignment corresponds to the       
multiple sequence alignment of all the sequences       
belonging to the family, including also the reference        
ones. This alignment was computed using the       
regressive algorithm implemented in T-coffee     
(Garriga et al. 2019) on all the families. 

2.4 Sum of Pairs 
The objective of this study is to find a method to           

predict the structural accuracy of each sequence       
present in an MSA. Therefore, we need to find an          
appropriate score that can be assigned to the        
sequences to assess the accuracy of their alignment. 

In order to do that, the default approach involves         
aligning the large datasets, corresponding to the       
families, and extracting from there the aligned       
sequences also available in the reference alignment.       
The comparison of these two alignments (the       
reference and a projection of the same sequences        
from the large MSA) allows us to compute an         
accuracy measure known as the Sum of Pairs (SoP)         
(Ahola et al. 2008). It is computed by calculating the          
fraction of identically aligned residues in two       
alternative alignments. When the SoP obtained for a        
sequence is high, this would mean that this sequence         
has a high level of accuracy, since its alignment on          
the large MSA is similar to the reference one. This          
measure is then used as a proxy and extrapolated to          
the entire large alignment, albeit most of its        
sequences do not have a known structure.  

2.5 Method for the prediction of an accuracy 
score 

By definition, when comparing the reference      
alignment and the large one, we can only obtain the          
SoP scores for the reference sequences. However,       
given that we want to obtain an accuracy score for          
each sequence in the alignment, even those that are         
not present in the reference alignment, we had to         
come up with a method that would allow us to          
predict a score for these proteins. For this reason, we          
tried two methods and tested their performance on        
the reference sequences by computing the correlation       
between their predicted and real SoP. 

The first method, the most naive one, uses a         
leave-one-out approach. It is based on the       
assumption that the accuracy of the closest reference        
sequence to the target (the protein for which we want          
to predict the accuracy) is a good measure of the          
accuracy of the target itself. If we consider protein T          
as our target and protein R being the closest         
reference sequence, in an ideal world, we would just         
assign the SoP score of R to T. As such, this naive            
approach is meant to establish how much       
information on structural accuracy can be transferred       
using between R and T while keeping in mind that          
the similarity between R and T is probably a limiting          
factor.  

https://paperpile.com/c/EjUdi3/6ajs
https://paperpile.com/c/EjUdi3/TzEO
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The benchmark itself required some adaptation so       
as to avoid any circularity. Since we are working in a           
testing scenario where we only consider the       
reference sequences, the target protein T is used to         
compute the score of R, so we had to recompute the           
score of R without taking into account T and         
vice-versa. This allows us to study the correlation        
between these two values without any redundancy in        
order to assess the performance of the method,        
avoiding bias. 

As expected, this direct transfer between pairs of        
sequences turned out to have a limited value,        
especially when dealing with situations involving a       
low percentage of identity between R and T. For this          
reason, a second method was tried.  

In an attempt to use more structural information for         
any assignment, we developed a second method       
based on the k-Nearest Neighbor (Yao and Ruzzo        
2006), a machine learning approach that allowed us        
to move from using just the closest neighbour for the          
prediction to taking into account the whole       
neighbourhood of the target (Pedregosa et al. 2011). 

This method was implemented by selecting a target        
sequence (T) and the proteins composing the k-        
closest neighbour to this target. Each of the        
k-neighbours has an assigned SoP that will be used         
for the prediction of the score of the target. 

The Euclidean distance between the target and each        
neighbour (R) is then calculated by the algorithm.        
This is possible since the sequences are projected in         
an n-dimensional space according to their similarity,       
so their coordinates can be used to compute the         
Euclidean distance. The closer the sequences are       
between each other in this n-dimensional space, the        
more similar will be. The distance is computed as: 

 

 
(1) 

This distance will then serve as a way to weight the           
influence of each of the k neighbours to the         
prediction of the target, allowing closer reference       
sequences to have a higher weight in the        
computation of the predicted score (Hu et al. 2016).         
The prediction is then computed as: 

 

 
(2) 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Leave-one-out 
The first method to be tested was the        

leave-one-out. This is based on the assumption that        
the SoP score of a target sequence can be inferred          
using its closest reference sequences. 

In Fig 3, we can see the plot of the predicted SoP             
against the real SoP on the reference sequences,        
where the colour corresponds to the distance to the         
closest neighbour in terms of percentage of       
similarity. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Real SoP VS Predicted SoP from the        
leave-one-out method on the reference sequences of all        
families, coloured by their percentage of identity with        
their closest reference sequence. 

As expected, the sequences that have a better        
correlation, the ones that appear over the diagonal,        
tend to have a higher percentage of identity with         
their closest neighbour. This tells us that the        
percentage of identity plays a big role in the         
prediction of the SoP score. 

The overall correlation obtained between the real       
SoP and the predicted using the leave-one-out       
approach is 0.872. 

However, the correlation is dependent on how       
similar the closest reference to the target is. That’s         
because the more similar the target and the reference         
are, the more likely it is that they have a similar SoP            

 

https://paperpile.com/c/EjUdi3/otcE
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score. Therefore, we want to check if the correlation         
changes significantly with respect to the percentage       
of identity. 

In order to be able to do so, we needed to introduce            
a sliding threshold on the percentage of identity that         
allows us to compute the correlation of all the         
sequences that have a pairwise percentage of identity        
higher than the selected threshold. 

However, instead of using the percentage of       
identity, we decided to use its inverse, as shown in          
Fig 4, having as x-axis the so-called “p distance”,         
computed as: 

 
 

(3) 
The sequences included in each iteration will be the         

ones with a lower p-distance than the selected        
threshold. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Cumulative correlation vs the p distance using the         
leave-one-out method. In blue the cumulative correlation,       
in red the 0.9 correlation coefficient marker and in green          
the fraction of proteins included in the calculation. 

As we can see in Fig 4, the correlation starts going           
under 0.9 around 0.20 - 0.25 percentage of identity         
(75-80 for the p distance). This is consistent with the          
so-called Twilight zone of proteins, first identified       
by Rost (Rost 1999), which states that sequence        
identity cannot always imply the same structural and        
functional information. Particularly, around the     
20-35% of identity and below it starts to be         

impossible to ensure that the two sequences will        
have a similar structure and function. 

Furthermore, we also computed the predictive      
capability of the method for the 0.9 threshold. This         
consists of identifying the percentage of sequences       
whose correlation surpasses the 0.9 threshold. For       
the leave-one-out method, the predictive capability is       
94.1%. 

The correlation scores obtained by the      
leave-one-out method on the dataset are not too bad,         
but since we are not able to obtain a reliable          
prediction for sequences whose percentage of      
identity falls in the twilight zone, we needed to         
implement another prediction method. 

3.2 k-Nearest Neighbour 
The previous method relied mainly on the       

assumption that the best measure would be the        
accuracy of the closest neighbour. However, relying       
just on the closest reference sequence doesn’t seem        
to be as efficient as expected. Therefore, for this         
method, we will not only focus on the closest         
neighbour of the target sequence but on its        
neighbourhood. In order to do that, a k-Nearest        
Neighbour (k-NN) regressor was implemented. 

In the HOMFAM dataset, the family that contains        
the least amount of reference sequences is 4. This is          
relevant since in order to test the performance of the          
k-NN on the reference sequences we need one of         
these to be the target, meaning that the maximum         
value that “k” can have in this dataset is 3 if we don’t             
want to be family-specific. Therefore, the application       
of the k-NN will be done on all the families using           
k=3 neighbours. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/EjUdi3/G1Ej
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Fig. 5 Real SoP VS Predicted SoP from the k-Nearest          
Neighbour approach in the reference sequences of all        
families, coloured by their distance to their closest        
neighbour. 

In Fig. 5, we can see the scatter plot of the           
predicted SoP against the real SoP on the reference         
sequences, as we did with the previous method. In         
this case, the colour corresponds to the distance to         
the closest neighbour. This means that the lower the         
distance, the more similar the target and the closest         
neighbour are. 

As expected, the values that appear on the diagonal         
tend to have a greener colour, meaning that the         
closer the distance between the target and the closest         
neighbour, the better the correlation between the       
predicted and real SoP score will be, agreeing with         
the results of the more naive-approach. 

The overall correlation of using the k-NN method        
is 0.927. This is already an improvement over the         
leave-one-out method. However, as in the previous       
method, we also have to check the cumulative        
correlation on a moving threshold on the distance to         
the closest neighbour. In this case, the sequences        
included in each iteration will be the ones with a          
lower distance to the closest neighbour than the        
selected threshold. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Cumulative correlation vs the distance to the        
closest neighbour using the k-NN method. In blue the         
cumulative correlation, in red the 0.9 and 0.95 correlation         
coefficient marker and in green the fraction of proteins         
included in the calculation. 

As we can see in Fig 6, the cumulative correlation          
is constantly over the 0.9 threshold. This is already a          
big improvement compared to the previous method. 

However, since it is biologically impossible to have        
a method with a perfect predictive capability, we        
decided to increase the 0.9 threshold up to 0.95 for          
the computation. 

The resulting predictive capability is 60.1%.      
Although this score might seem at first sight lower         
than the leave-one-out score, we have to take into         
account that the threshold is higher, making it a more          
reliable method than the previous one. 

4 Conclusions 
In this work, we have presented a new        

methodology to estimate the structural alignment      
accuracy of protein sequences lacking experimental      
structures. We have shown that such predictions       
could be carried out with a relatively high level of          
confidence, provided enough structural data is      
available.  

 
The study was performed on the HOMFAM       

dataset, which included 94 families with at least 4         
sequences with a corresponding structure deposited      
in the PDB database. The dataset turned out to be          
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reliable in expressing the variability present      
normally in biological data. 

 
We started by implementing a leave-one-out      

approach for the prediction of the accuracy scores.        
This approach was based on the assumption that the         
target could inherit the SoP of its closest neighbour.         
However, this method turned out to not be as         
accurate as expected when the pairwise identity fell        
in the twilight zone, making its predictions       
unreliable for a portion of the sequence space. 

The second method implemented was the k-Nearest       
Neighbor algorithm. The idea behind this machine       
learning algorithm is to identify the k-nearest       
neighbours of the target so that we can use their          
distance from the target as a way to weight their          
contribution to the prediction. 

When looking at the correlation between predicted       
and real SoP when using the k-NN algorithm we can          
observe a better performance compared to the       
previous method. The k-NN method gives a       
correlation higher than 0.9 even for the sequences        
that are very far apart in the sequence space allowing          
us to state that, overall, the k-NN is a good predictor           
of the accuracy score of the sequences of an MSA.          
Furthermore, the k-NN has a predictive capability of        
60.1% with a threshold of 0.95, which makes it a          
more reliable method than the leave-one-out. 

However, this is just the beginning of the project,         
since this study was performed only on the reference         
structures to check the performance of the methods.        
The next step is going to be applying the k-NN          
algorithm on all the sequences present in the dataset         
to assess their accuracy and through recursive steps        
of filtering, assessing the effect of a more accurate         
alignment on a real biological question, such as        
secondary structure prediction. 
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